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Research Summaries

A mutual-fund manager earns
annualized returns of 20 percent per
year for a five-year period. Over the
same period, the stock market as a
whole earns 10 percent per year. Was
this manager smart, or just lucky?  

Some companies engage in a lot of
merger activity. Other companies do
not. A researcher finds that the former
group performs less well than the lat-
ter group in the stock market. Is this
difference related to the merger activi-
ty, or does it simply reflect underlying
differences between the two groups of
firms?

While the questions just raised may
seem quite different, they can be
answered using similar methods. In
both cases, it is necessary to define
some appropriate “benchmark” return.
This benchmark return then can be
compared to the actual return earned
by the mutual fund manager, group of
merged firms, or group of non-
merged firms. The difference between
the actual and benchmark returns then
can be defined as an “abnormal”
return. Abnormal returns then can be
tested for statistical and economic sig-
nificance.

These are the key steps in perform-
ance evaluation (PE), a methodology
central to the investigation of many
questions in financial economics. The
seminal PE study, Jensen (1968), uses
the classic Capital Asset Pricing Model
(CAPM) as its benchmark and analyzes
mutual funds1; for the next 25 years,

most PE studies followed this same
strategy. In the last ten years, though,
researchers have developed many new
models of benchmark returns and
demonstrated their usefulness in PE
studies of both investor performance
and corporate finance. In this article, I
illustrate some of these diverse appli-
cations with recent examples from my
own work and with studies of invest-
ment newsletters, insider trading, and
corporate governance. I then discuss a
new approach to PE that allows fresh
insights into the canonical mutual-
fund topic. I conclude with a discus-
sion of future directions for PE-based
research.

Applications

Investment newsletters have been
around since the early 1900s, and the
current industry of over 500 active let-
ters has about 2 million subscribers.
The typical newsletter is produced by a
small staff and provides a wide range
of advice targeted at the retail investor.
Is any of this advice useful? Using PE
methodology, I analyze the perform-
ance of newsletters’ equity recommen-
dations using a dataset of 153 newslet-
ters that spans 17 years.2 In contrast to
most PE studies, this study’s data con-
tain information about every transac-
tion, rather than just the periodic
returns earned by these transactions.
Thus, I can address two questions:
First, do investment newsletters have
stock-selection ability? Second, can
transactions data be used to improve
the precision of PE?

In response to the first question, I
find that newsletters do not demon-
strate significant abnormal perform-
ance: average abnormal returns are

close to zero; the best performing
newsletter does not seem unusual
given the sample size; and the number
of extreme performers is not surpris-
ing. Taken together, these results imply
that the average subscriber is not get-
ting useful stock-selection advice.

To address the second question, I
compare several methods. Most PE
refinements involve adding additional
benchmarks and forming multifactor
extensions to the regression frame-
work of the CAPM. These methods
require only periodic return data.
When transactions data are available,
portfolios can be compared on a day-
to-day basis, with each stock matched
to an appropriate benchmark.3 Using a
measure of precision defined in the
paper, I find that the transactions-
based approach yields a median
improvement of 10 percent over an
analogous multifactor model, with the
former approach providing more pre-
cise estimates of abnormal perform-
ance for over 80 percent of the
newsletters. This compares with a
median improvement of less than one
percent achieved by adding factors to
the CAPM.

The increased precision of transac-
tions data is also available for the
trades made by corporate insiders, a
group that includes most senior offi-
cers and all members of the board of
directors. By law, insiders must file
monthly SEC reports about their
trades in their company’s stock, and
these reports are quickly made public.
They have been used by many authors,
with most studies focused on attempts
to build profitable trading strategies
for non-insiders based on the dis-
closed insider-trading activity.4 Leslie
Jeng, Richard Zeckhauser, and I take a
different approach and use PE meth-
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ods to compute the profits made by
insiders themselves on all reported
trades from 1975 to 1996.5 To do this,
we place all insider purchases into a
portfolio and hold them for exactly six
months. This “purchase portfolio” is
like a shadow mutual fund managed by
the combination of all insiders.
Similarly, we construct a “sale portfo-
lio” comprised of all shares sold by
insiders, with those shares held in the
portfolio for exactly six months. The
six-month holding period, while arbi-
trary, corresponds to the minimum
time that an insider must hold a stock
while still retaining profits from an off-
setting transaction.6

We find that the purchase portfolio
earns abnormal returns but that the
sale portfolio does not. In raw returns,
the purchase portfolio outperforms
the market by 10.2 percent per year.
Using several PE methods, the abnor-
mal performance ranges between 50
and 67 basis points per month. About
one quarter of these abnormal returns
accrues within the first five days after
the trade and one half accrues within
the first month.

These results can be used to shed
some light on the effectiveness of cur-
rent insider-trading regulation. For
example, despite the economically
large abnormal returns to the purchase
portfolio, non-insider counterparties
have little to fear from these reported
transactions, we find, because insider
trades make up only a tiny portion of
the market. We calculate that the
expected loss to non-insiders attributa-
ble to the purchases of insiders is
about 0.10 basis points over the subse-
quent six months. This translates into
10 cents for a $10,000 transaction.

Studies of investment newsletters
and insider trading are standard topics
for PE, which traditionally has been
used to analyze investor performance.
The same tools, however, have also
become important for corporate
finance. Historically, many corporate-
finance questions were analyzed using
“event-study” methodology. In recent
years, several authors have shown that
event studies can have severe statistical
problems when used to analyze long-
horizon returns. One solution to these
problems is a PE analysis conducted

on portfolios of event firms. Sub-
sequently, some studies have used PE
methods and, in several cases, reached
conclusions differing from the event-
study literature.7

Paul Gompers, Joy Ishii, and I take
a PE approach to a corporate finance
topic in a study of corporate gover-
nance.8 Corporate governance is de-
fined by the set of rules, laws, and
institutions that regulate the relation-
ship between the shareholders and the
managers of a corporation. Using the
incidence of 24 governance rules at
1500 large firms, we construct an
index to proxy for the level of share-
holder rights at each firm during the
1990s. An investment strategy that
bought firms in the lowest decile of
the index  (strongest rights) and sold
firms in the highest decile of the index
(weakest rights) would have earned
abnormal returns of 8.5 percent per
year between 1990 and 1999. Also, we
find that firms with stronger share-
holder rights had higher profits, higher
sales growth, lower capital expendi-
tures, and made fewer corporate acqui-
sitions. We consider several ex-plana-
tions for the results, but the data do not
allow strong conclusions about causali-
ty. There is some evidence, both in our
sample and from other authors, that
weak shareholder rights caused poor
performance in the 1990s. It is also
possible that the results are driven by
some unobservable firm characteristic.

The abnormal returns to this
investment strategy must be interpret-
ed with care. When PE methods are
used to evaluate a mutual fund manag-
er, abnormal returns are sometimes
thought to measure the investment
“skill” of the manager. If a manager
has skill, then one would expect abnor-
mal returns to continue in future peri-
ods. For our governance study, the
investment strategy is an artificial con-
struct designed to isolate the relation-
ship between governance and returns
over some prior time period. We argue
in the paper that there is no reason to
expect that such abnormal returns
would continue in future periods;
rather, a more plausible explanation is
that these abnormal returns reflect a
slow adjustment, as investors learn
about the impact of governance on

operating performance and agency costs.
Notwithstanding recent improve-

ments in PE methodology, it is still
very difficult to detect abnormal per-
formance in most applications. For
example, for typical portfolios of 100
stocks followed for ten years, the stan-
dard error for the abnormal-perform-
ance estimate would be about 25 basis
points per month, or approximately 3
percent per year. In this case, a 95 per-
cent confidence interval would include
a range of abnormal performance of
approximately 12 percent per year. For
portfolios with fewer stocks or shorter
histories, the range can be much larger.
Thus, standard statistical tests often may
fail to reject a null hypothesis of “no
abnormal performance,” even when the
true abnormal performance is econom-
ically large.

I first encountered the power limi-
tations of PE in the investment
newsletter study. There, it became
clear to me that it would only be pos-
sible to make strong statements about
average returns of all newsletters for
the whole sample period, an analysis
with a relatively low standard error for
abnormal performance. In the studies
of insider trading and corporate gov-
ernance, the time periods were long
enough and abnormal returns large
enough to allow for statistical signifi-
cance. But what if researchers want to
provide guidance about investment
strategies that have short histories and
high volatility?  

Consider the canonical PE topic of
mutual funds. Most mutual funds are
actively managed and charge fees aver-
aging more than one percent per year.
In contrast, passively managed index
funds seek to replicate benchmark
returns at a much lower cost. Since the
seminal work of Jensen (1968), re-
searchers have used a wide variety of
PE models and datasets in hundreds of
published analyses. A rough consensus
of this literature is that the average
actively managed mutual fund does
not earn abnormal returns, and, while
some funds may earn consistently pos-
itive abnormal returns, it is difficult to
identify such funds, ex ante. But what
does this mean for investors? Should
investors only choose low-cost index
funds?
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Klaas Baks, Jessica Wachter, and I
answer this question by explicitly tak-
ing an investor’s perspective.9 We study
the one-period portfolio allocation
problem for an investor choosing from
a riskless asset, benchmark assets (pas-
sively managed index funds), and non-
benchmark assets (actively managed
funds). We model the investor’s deci-
sion in four steps. First, he states his
belief about the distribution of invest-
ment skill in the population of all
managers. (For this discussion, think
of investment skill as equivalent to
“expected abnormal returns of 3 per-
cent per year.”) Second, he observes
and evaluates the history of returns for
some group of managers. Third, he
uses this history to update his beliefs
about the skill of each manager in the
group. Fourth, he makes an investment
decision.

This “Bayesian” method of PE
allows all investors to filter evidence
through their own beliefs about mana-
gerial skill. Clearly, an investor who
believes that no manager can possibly
have skill would not choose to invest
with active managers. Also, an investor
with completely uninformative beliefs
would lean towards investment after
only a single period of good returns.
We are interested in the vast middle
ground; given the available statistical
evidence, what prior beliefs would
imply any investment in active man-
agers? We find that an investment in
active managers only requires a belief
that at least one in 10,000 mutual fund
managers has skill. From a frequentist
statistical perspective, such beliefs are
indistinguishable from a belief that
“no manager has skill.” We conclude
that the case against investing in active
managers cannot rely only on the
return evidence. More generally, these
results motivate the use of a Bayesian
method of PE, where researchers can
state the economic significance of
their results as filtered through a range
of plausible beliefs.

Future Directions

Innovations in PE methodology
and applications to new problems are
continuing at a rapid rate. In recent
years, researchers have extended PE
methods in several directions, includ-
ing adjustments for predictable varia-
tion in benchmark expected returns,
development of benchmarks that cor-
respond to complex investment strate-
gies used by hedge funds, and methods
more closely tied to theoretical models
of asset prices.10 While it will never be
possible to specify a single “correct”
model of benchmark expected returns,
recent research demonstrates how to
explicitly add model-based error into
PE.11 These methodological advances,
when combined with the explosion of
new data sources, will allow a fresh
perspective on many topics in financial
economics.
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